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A Wonderful Experience
 
A wonderful experience
 
 
I see- I admire
I admire- I praise
I praise-I feel
I feel-I like
I like - I experience
I experience -I cherish
I cherish-I imprint
I imprint-I retain
I retain- I enjoy
I enjoy- I remember
I remember- I never forget.
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Facade Of Life
 
Where there is knowledge and wisdom,
There is righteousness in the heart.
 
Where there is righteousness in the heart,
There is beauty in the character.
 
Where there is beauty in the character,
There is harmony in the home.
 
Where there is harmony in the home,
There is an order in the nation.
 
Where there is order in the nation,
There is peace in the world.
 
Where there is Peace,
There will be happiness.
 
Where there is happiness,
There will be contentment.
 
Where there is contentment,
There won't be any sorrow.
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I Can'T
 
Ask me to count the particles of sand,  I can
Though I don't know counting;
Ask me to count the hair, I can
Though It takes years of time;
Ask me to tap the depth of the ocean, I can
Though I don't know swimming;
Ask to reach the end of the space, I can
Though I don't have any space craft;
Ask me to predict the weather exactly, I can
Though I am not a meteorologist;
Ask me to predict the future, I can
Though I don't know Astrology;
 
But I can't predict the frivolity of a woman
Though I live with her for hundred years.
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Knowledge As Phoenix
 
Fools think they can harness the Knowledge
As they live in a world of illusion.
As they mad after name and fame
They look down upon fellow beings
And try to grab all the credit or opportunities
As if they were only deserved for it.
 
Can we stop the rising sun
By stretching our hand or anything?
Can we stop the odour of the perfume
By covering a blanket or anything?
Can we hide the fire
By building a wall or anything?
Can we make the ball stable
By hitting hard to the ground by any means?
Can we think a Phoenix mortal
By turning itself to ashes?
 
So also the knowledge rises with much force
From where it was trodden down or suppressed.
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Let's Go Back
 
Let's Go Back
 
Let's go back to the past
Where there is no exploitation in the world.
 
Let's go back to the past
Where there are equal rights and opportunities.
 
Let's go back to the past
Where there are no suicides.
 
Let's go back to the past
Where the people are child-like.
 
Let's go back to the past
Where the people used to laugh heartily.
 
Let's go back to the past
Where the people used to talk outwardly.
 
Let's go back to the past
Where the people used to shake hands with warmness.
 
Let's go back to the past
Where there are no acid attacks on women.
 
Let's go back to the past
Where the woman is worshipped as goddess.
 
Let's go back to the past
Where there is no caste, colour or creed.
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Love
 
Love is the greatest feeling above all,
This feeling makes me to take breath,
It also makes me happy,
It is the feeling which is the base of all the life.
 
It is the feeling which made God to create the universe,
It also made him to come on to the earth,
It also made him to die for all the people,
It is the one which made him to rise from the dead.
 
This feeling makes me to walk in the righteous path,
It makes me wise and sensible,
It sustains and comforts me in case of difficulty,
Thank God for giving me such a wonderful gift.
 
What I can give you in return for such a valuable gift!
I am eagerly waiting to unite with thee forever and ever with the same   Love.
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Money...Money...
 
Oh Money! What is in you and
What is your greatness?
You are only a thing made of metal
And wood who came from dust and
Turn to dust on a day in the long run.
You are the one who marred relations
Between brother&Sister, Father& Son
And Mother&Daughter.
 
You are the one who changed many Governments
And many politicians from one party to other.
You are the one who provoked many people
To do robberies, murders and kidnaps etc.
Why people are crazy about you, leaving
Joys of life, not caring their valuable life?
 
You may give us a royal palace
Which is made of polished marbles
But not the security and freedom
A lay man had in his hut.
You may give us a costlier medicine
Which is imported from states
But not the sound health
A labourer or coolie had.
You may give us a luxurious bed
Which is made of Egyptian cotton
But not a sound sleep
A farmer who worked from Dawn to Dusk had.
 
Oh Money! Where is your greatness?
My fellow beings think of it.
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Mystery Of Mystery
 
There are many things in the world which remained
till mysteries in spite of scientific advancement.
But these are the few things I am longing to know
Of how the bones are growing in the womb of a pregnant;
Of snake’s movement on rocks;
Of lad’s movement with a girl;
Of bird’s movement in the sky;
Of ghee’s particulars in a gourd;
Of the hidden money in Swizz banks;
Of the black money of a politician;
Of the lust of a prostitute;
Of justice in the courts of law;
Of the hungry of a poor man;
Of the hopes of a poor peasant;
Of the dreams of unemployed;
Of the depth of a pacific ocean;
Of the boundaries of the sea;
Of the love of mother;
Of the life before birth;
Of the life after death.
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Nothing Is Possible Or Impossible?
 
Nothing is possible or impossible is the question not to know for the general
understanding, but is the question that probes into the conditions and
administration of our Indian democratic government.
For the namesake democratic, demos are given role only for voting,
There won't be any more role to call back the ministers who don't work for the
welfare of the public,
Poor can become rich and earn crores of rupees by entering politics, a fools
game,
Rich also can become poor by entering politics,
One can frame rules and one can break rules having the influence of money and
 
political authority,
One may take any prestigious position though he is undeserved if he had the
influence of money and political authority,
One may not take any superior position though he is deserved if he does not
have
the any influence of money and political authority,
Law can salute the person and person can salute law,
Hunger and indigestion go together,
Huts and mansions lay side by side,
Moral and Immoral live together,
Thieves and police work together,
Slogans rise for liberty, equality and fraternity by politicians
but they themselves avoid those principles in practice,
Many new parties exist for social justice but they don't follow any justice while
allocating seats to the contesting candidates,
Many educational institutions were born but no institution in fact is providing
value based education,
Many human rights societies and laws are there but humanity is uprooted,
Many governments introduced many policies to develop the conditions of the
rural
poverty but no fruits are reaching the poor,
Rich can become richer, poor can become poorer,
Laws will change, governments will change, Ministers will change but
the conditions of the poor will never change.
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Religion As Relict
 
Up! Up! My friends and
Look! Look! at the world
How people turned like machines
In this materialistic world degrading their souls.
 
Most people going to their places of worship
As a relict from their forefathers on all important
Occasions in their life and forgetting its importance
Which plays crucial role in their lives from birth to death.
 
Most people worshipping god without fear and respect
Towards god as it is supposed to do for their growth and
Development in many ways of their life.
Some sing songs and praise god well
with out god in their heart
Some play music and dance well
With out god in their acts.
Do such prayers reach god?
Is there any use of going to the place of worship leaving
Heart somewhere else as monkey in a tale gone on a voyage
On the back of crocodile hanging her heart on a tree near
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Ten Facts About The Smile
 
It is the only way to say that
You are confident.
It is the only way to show that
You are happy.
It is the only way to show that
You are successful.
It is the only way to say that
You are contented.
It is the only way to say that
You are healthy.
It is the only way to reduce that
Sorrow, suffering and Stress.
It is the only way which
Give you longevity.
It is the only way which shows that
You have the ability to withstand any difficulty.
It is the only way which
Attracts others towards you.
It is the only way which creates
Trust in others to trust you.
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The Child
 
The Child
 
This is the antique master
To teach ultra modern man
Of science and technology
To receive every one with open heart
To treat everyone equally
To smile at everyone
To share his feelings in open
To help others who are in need
To speak the truth in all occasions
To love others like himself
To be kind at all
To share his things with others.
 
In my opinion he is the search-light
For all human beings under the sun.
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To My Darling
 
To My Darling…
                    
When our bodies are so near,
Our hearts are so far;
When our bodies are so far,
Our hearts are so near;
When our hearts are so near,
Our souls are so far;
When our souls are so far,
Our minds are so near;
When our minds are so near,
Our bodies are so far;
When the time comes
For the unification of our
Heart, soul, body and mind?
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True Love Vs False Love
 
TRUELOVE VS FALSE LOVE
 
Love is the greatest feeling above all,
It's the life breath and sign of living.
 
A true love is patient and not easily angered,
A false love is impatient and easily angered;
 
A true love is kind to others,
A false love is unkind to others;
 
A true love does not envy,
A false love envies;
 
A true love is not proud,
A false love is proud;
 
A true love is not rude,
A false love is rude;
 
A true love is not self-seeking,
A false love is self-seeking;
 
A true love forgives all faults,
A false love cannot forgive faults;
 
A true love always protects and never harms,
A false love harms others;
 
A true love always trusts,
A false love is skeptic;
 
A true love takes pain and gives pleasure,
A false love takes pleasure and gives pain;
 
A true love is static and remains same at present, past and future,
A false love is dynamic and changes in the course of time;
 
A true love never fails,
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A false love fails.
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What A Beauty!
 
Is it the beauty
That sank the Titanic!
Is it the beauty
That has more gravity than the earth!
Is it the beauty
That has more brightness than the moon!
Is it the beauty
That has more attraction than the child!
Is it the beauty
That has more power than atom bomb!
Is it the beauty
That is made by all the gods!
Is it the beauty
That every one dream of!
Is it the beauty
That is more delicate than a flower!
 
Is it the beauty
That gives me contentment?
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Who Am I?
 
�I am friend of the wise, �
  Foe of the crooked,
�   Teacher of the good,
  �Helper of the meek, �
  Lover of the beloved, �
  Prince of the peace, �
  Crown of the humanity,
  �Simple of the nature,
  Devotee of the Truth,
  Seeker of the Justice,
 �  Common man with uncommon thoughts,
  Above all I am myself.
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Who Is Greater?
 
I know two things came from the same ancestry
And quarrelling for the highest place.
 
The first of them is Knowledge;
It is acquired by everyone so easily.
It is available in libraries, book stores,
Schools and colleges
With this reason it claims the highest place.
 
The later is wisdom.
It is not acquired by everyone.
It stays or goes to the people
Who are blessed with pure heart,
Pure thoughts, actions and nobility of soul.
With this reason it claims the highest place.
 
Decide yourself by your discretion
Who is greater?
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Your Foe
 
Those who have me, want me more,
Those who want me don't have,
I make the friends foes,
I make injustice justice.
 
I am loved by all,
I bring value to the valueless,
I make the kind the cruel,
I make the virtues the vices.
 
I am wanted by all,
I spoil the minds of the people,
I make saints sinners,
I make the Justice injustice.
 
If you try to embrace me, I will fly way;
Because I am your beloved enemy.
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Your Friend
 
I, the source of your finer breathe,
The source of your cots, doors and windows.
The chief guest of the poor and the source of their livelihood,
The friend and shelter of many.
 
I am born after the creation of heaven and earth,
I provide many valuable things to the humanity,
No creature can survive without my presence,
All the parts of my body are useful for the human beings.
 
If you take care of me,
I will take care of you and your off spring.
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